
Efficient spraying made in Germany:  
MESTO – the ideal choice for professionals 
and discerning private users.



Most professionals and discerning private users 
already know: MESTO is the number one choice 
when it comes to efficiently spraying liquids. But 
we want to do so much more. At our family 
company, we are always looking for even better 
product and service solutions that provide you with 
tangible added value. 

Protecting our natural resources is also something 
we take very seriously. While the aspects of 
durability and repairability are just as important as 
our specific beliefs regarding spraying agent 
consumption: as much as necessary, as little as 
possible. www.mesto.de
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As a private user you attach great importance to professional- 
grade products. Ease of use is essential to naturally take care 
of and protect your plants: as quickly, effectively, specifically, 
efficiently and environmentally as possible. MESTO offers an 
array of practical product solutions to achieve these aims.

• For garden, balcony and indoor plants

• For taking care of, protecting and strengthening plants

Page 8 – 9 MESTO product guarantee 

Page 14 – 15 MESTO accessories and product overview
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As a professional user you need, above all, robust, ultra-safe 
and ergonomic sprayers that ensure both comfort and  
fatigue-free work. With numerous nozzles for various  
applications. And guaranteed 20-year availability of spare parts.  
MESTO reliably helps to save time and material – that‘s a  
promise.

•  Effective care of plants and green spaces 

•  For protecting and strengthening plants in the sectors of fruit, wine and vegetable growing, 

forestry and agriculture as well as gardening and landscaping

• With innovative sprayers, also for working on large areas and at high levels

• Also designed for extended and frequent use
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Do you want to spray liquids  
effectively, efficiently and sustainably? 
We do. This is why we only offer  
robust products that always work  
reliably. With optimized nozzles for 
perfect and complete application  
of your spraying agents. With  
ergonomic shut-off valves and  
powerful pumps. And it goes without 
saying that our sprayers are  
durable, intuitive to use, easy to clean 
and space saving. This is the highest 
end of the price-performance  
spectrum. Made in Germany.



MESTO high compression sprayers 

Type 3595

Type 3615G

Type 3565

Type 3585G

MESTO high compression sprayers 
6 bar of pressure, the robust spray wand and the professional-grade 
brass pump ensure longer working intervals and a greater range.

10 L
Twice the filling capacity for 
bigger tasks. The constant flow 
valve ensures optimum  
spraying; drops of spray  
remain as fine as necessary. 
Can also be carried on your 
back.

5 L
With a spiral hose for extra 
comfort and a large range 
when the device is standing or 
being carried on your side. 
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MESTO backpack sprayers
Perfect for optimal handling and continuous use on 
large areas.

18 L
Type 3558

Large filling capacity in a 
 lightweight design. 

The pressure gauge in the 
 shut-off valve ensures you 
 always have the spraying 
 pressure under control.



Portable sprayers

Make life easier for yourself: on MESTO backpack sprayers the pump 
lever can be fitted on the left or right-hand side. Use the cushioned 
chest strap and hip belt to adjust the backpack sprayer for longer and 
more back-friendly working intervals. Apply products sparingly thanks 
to the measuring cup integrated in the tank cap and have full control 
of the optimal spraying pressure at all times. The integrated filling 
screen allows you to fill a prepared spraying agent without the need 
for pre-filtering.

The 12 liter plastic tank backpack 
sprayer Type 3552 is the perfect helper 
for professional users that offers plenty 
of comfort, e.g. due to an ergonomically 
shaped pump lever whose length and 
width can be adjusted, the shut-off valve 
with a pressure gauge and the integrated 
filter.

MESTO dust binders 
Protect your body and your health when cutting 
stoneware or concrete. 

Type 3237W
Max. 3 bar of pressure 

Type 3270W
With hose holder and funnel cover

Type 3585 
Steel tank Max. 6 bar of pressure 

With funnel cover

10 L 10 L

With the aid of a pressurized water tank, dust binding is achieved using 
water. For greater safety and comfort without the need for a permanent 
water pipe; simply fit the device to a common grinder or core drill. Including 
an extra long hose and hose coupling with aquastop. 

Type 3541G  
Vintage retro style stainless 

steel backpack sprayer.

5 L
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MESTO guarantee
Our robust professional-grade sprayers save you time, 
material, money and hassle.

Sustainability
•   The largest filling opening with 
 integrated filling funnel on the market 
facilitates filling and emptying, with-
out any spillage.

•  We have the right nozzle for every 
application to ensure you do not apply 
more spraying agent than necessary.

•  The bottom-mounted hose outlet 
minimizes residual quantities, thereby 
allowing you to spray all the liquid.

•  We work tirelessly on reducing our 
CO₂ footprint and therefore  continue 
to manufacture our products in 
 Germany.

Ergonomics and comfort
•   The ergonomic shut-off valves 

help protect your wrist and ensure 
 fatigue-free work.

•  The ergonomically shaped pump 
handle can be gripped with both 
hands and is ideal for transporting 
the device.

•  The base with handy foot ring ensures 
a stable stand – even on uneven 
 surfaces.

•  The ergonomic backpiece and padded 
shoulder straps provide a high level of 
wearer comfort.

Nozzle protection
•  The funnel cover prevents dirt 

 contaminating the tank.

•  The pump holder prevents the pump 
being on the dirty floor when filling – 
the spraying liquid and the nozzle stay 
clean.

•  The space-saving spray wand holder 
prevents clogging of the nozzle during 
storage. 

•   Various filters protect against wear 
and clogging of the nozzle.
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Do you love your well-kept garden 
and therefore invest in professional-
grade gardening tools and 
 accessories? An excellent idea.  
MESTO offers smart sprayers and  
services that help you get your  
 gardening done with ease in an  
efficient and resource-friendly way. 
Since you should, above all, enjoy 
your green oasis to the fullest.



Forrest

Snowy

Marine

Spray bottles and watering cans 

Watering can Type 3181DF Pressure sprayer Type 3132DFTrigger sprayer Type 3111DF

There is definitely no reason to hide our handy spray bottles 
and watering cans. Since they are now available in three on-trend 
colors that blend harmoniously with every environment.

MESTO for indoor rooms and balconies
Practical helpers for plant care in discreet colors.

Whether in the garden or on a balcony: your plants will  benefit 
from professional-grade care and thank you through strong 
and healthy growth. To ensure it stays that way, MESTO offers 
handy and reliable sprayers for irrigation, plant protection, plant 
strengthening, flower and plant care as well as optimal liquid 
fertilizer dosing.

Pressure sprayer Type 3130* 
1 or 1.5 liter sprayer with 

 translucent tank, filling level 
scale and adjustable nozzle.

Pressure sprayer Type 3132*
1 or 1.5 liter sprayer for plant 

protection products, with 
a 2-in-1 valve that enables 

 automatic pressure release 
in case of overpressure and 
manual pressure release, if 
required. Also available as a 

360° sprayer.

Pressure sprayer Type 3131
1.5 liter sprayer for plant 

 protection products, with a 
brass swivel nozzle and  

a 2-in-1 valve.

Trigger sprayer Type 3111* 
0.5 or 1 liter sprayer in  yellow 

or green, with adjustable 
nozzle from spot jet to fine 
and even atomization. Also 
 available as a 360° sprayer.

MESTO for indoor rooms and balconies
Your plants deserve the best.

* Further variants can be found in the product overview on page 15.
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Type 3132U  
Pressure sprayer with variable extension wand for 
effectively spraying into boxwoods, for example. 
Mixing plant protection products is very easy due to 
the 1.5 liter filling level scale with viewing strip and 
the embossed 5 – 15 % mixing ratio. The optional spray 
shield prevents drift to neighboring plants when using 
herbicides. 

Type 3275M  
Are you looking for even more comfort? The 5 or 
10  liter Type 3275M devices enable longer  spraying 
with less pumping thanks to the large pressure 
 reservoir. While the base with foot ring, the spiral 
hose and the robust shut-off valve guarantee greater 
stability when pumping.

It usually takes a lot more than some well-intentioned 
home remedies to rid your carefully-tended ornamental 
boxwoods of their hungry arch-enemy, the boxwood 
moth caterpillar! 
With MESTO compression sprayers and the extension 
wand you can spray deep into the interior of your plants.

Dealing with boxwood moth 
caterpillars
Put a stop to invasive parasites 
in your boxwoods!

MESTO pressure sprayers for agents containing pelargonic acid
Strengthen plants to protect against pests, fungal diseases and  
nutrient deficiencies.

With brass spray wand 
and pressure gauge.

Type 3132U Type 3275M 



Entry-level devices for pest control

Type 3232  
Particularly robust sprayer  
with a brass spray wand.

Type 3237  
50 – 90 cm greater range due to  

the extractable spray wand.

Type 3230R  
Lightweight and easy to use  
thanks to its plastic design.

MESTO compression sprayers
Effective spraying also with smaller quantities.

Type 3232U 
For the application of common herbicides, 

lightweight and easy to use thanks to 
its plastic design.

Thermogärtner Type 1760 
Using flames to effectively  

get rid of weeds.

Type 3232EM 
With EPDM seals for herbicides  

containing acetic acid.

MESTO weed killers
To protect your and neighboring plants.

If smaller quantities are sufficient for your garden, then we recommend our smart  
entry-level devices. These easy-to-carry sprayers offer a filling capacity of 3 to 5 liters. 
The 3 bar of pressure, hollow cone nozzles and optionally extractable spray wands  
make tending to your plants a simple act.

Sometimes there is no other way to solve the problem of weeds taking over your 
garden and weakening other plants! Our special sprayers are designed to meet your 
personal needs and equipped with spray shields to prevent drift.

Variants  
with a filling 
capacity of 
5 liters or a 
rechargeable 
battery  
powered 
pump are also 
available  
(Type 3232EZ).
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MESTO accessories for compression sprayers
With a 20-year availability guarantee on all spare parts.

Guarantees a constant, economical  
application of agent. To ensure a  perfect 
spray pattern, it closes at a certain 
 pressure in the tank.  
 
*  Constant flow for Type 1520MK 1 bar, 

Type 1520MM 1.5 bar, Type 1520MG 2 bar.

Constant flow valve
Type 1520M* 

Optional and easy to attach, extension 
wands enable the targeted application of 
agent deep into the interior of your plants. 
This guarantees more effective application 
of all kinds of spraying agent. Extension 
wands are available in various lengths and 
materials.

Extension wands

Is made of particularly lightweight but 
impact-resistant plastic. It helps to ensure 
targeted, economical spraying without 
drift in gardens. Equipped with a flat jet 
nozzle, it produces a particularly fine spray 
pattern.

Spray shield  
Type 3914D

For the pre-filtering of, e.g., self- prepared 
biological mixtures, etc. The filler screen 
prevents dirt from entering the tank 
and clogging the nozzle. It fits into 
 compression sprayers Type 327… and 
high compression sprayers.

Large filler screen
Type 6122

For exact determination of the rain 
 quantity. Equipped with a universal holder 
for versatile attachment to a pole, balcony, 
fence post, etc. Measuring scale for up 
to 50 liters of rain.

Rain meter
Type 3100

For bark beetle control and under-leaf 
treatment in row crops. Nozzle angle  
continuously adjustable by re-bending. 
Many other nozzles can be found online.

Tong nozzle  
Type 3778

Designed to protect clothes and people 
when spraying plant protection and care 
products. This set includes a hooded  
protective suit, disposable protective 
gloves and a face mask.

Protective clothing 
Type 3923

For the fast and precise dosing of agent 
quantities from 1 to 100 liters. Scales for 
powdery agents and a dosing syringe for 
liquid agents. Completely independent 
of pre-dosed small packs, the dosing set 
ensures the perfect mixture.

Dosing set  
Type 3921

Further accessories and spare parts are available at www.mesto.de/zubehoer-und-ersatzteile



All MESTO products at a glance

MESTO product overview
Professional quality made in Germany.

Further products are available at www.mesto.de/branchenloesungen/haus-und-garten

Order no. High compression sprayers Liter EAN

3565 High compression sprayer 6 bar  5 L Polyester coated steel tank 4000903356507
3585G High compression sprayer 6 bar 10 L Polyester coated steel tank 4000903358525
3595 High compression sprayer 6 bar  5 L Stainless steel tank 4000903359508
3615G High compression sprayer 6 bar 10 L Stainless steel tank 4000903361525

Order no. Backpack sprayers Liter EAN

3552 Backpack sprayer 6 bar 12 L Lightweight and ergonomic design 4000903355203
3558 Backpack sprayer 6 bar 18 L Lightweight and ergonomic design 4000903355807
3541G Backpack sprayer 6 bar 18 L Stainless steel tank 4000903354114

Order no. Pressurized water tanks Liter EAN

3237W Pressurized water tank 3 bar 5 L 4000903323134
3270W Pressurized water tank 3 bar 10 L With hose holder and funnel cover 4000903327040
3585W Pressurized water tank 6 bar 10 L With steel tank, hose holder and funnel cover 4000903358532

Order no. Trigger sprayers Liter EAN

3110 Trigger sprayer 0,5 L 4000903311001
3111 Trigger sprayer 1 L 4000903311100
3111DB Trigger sprayer 0,78 L Colour: Marine 4000903003104
3111DF Trigger sprayer 0,78 L Colour: Forest 4000903002954
3111DW Trigger sprayer 0,78 L Colour: Snowy 4000903003098
3111R Trigger sprayer 1 L With 360° spray function 4000903311186

Order no. Pressure sprayers Liter EAN

3130G Pressure sprayer 3 bar 1,5 L Only for water 4000903313029
3130K Pressure sprayer 3 bar 1 L Only for water 4000903313036
3131 Pressure sprayer 3 bar 1,5 L With brass swivel nozzle 4000903313104
3132DB Pressure sprayer 3 bar 1,5 L Colour: Marine 4000903003012
3132DF Pressure sprayer 3 bar 1,5 L Colour: Forest 4000903002992
3132DW Pressure sprayer 3 bar 1,5 L Colour: Snowy 4000903003036
3132GR Pressure sprayer 3 bar 1,5 L With 360° spray function 4000903313289
3132K Pressure sprayer 3 bar 1 L With 2-in-1 valve 4000903313203

Order no. Compression sprayers Liter EAN

3230R Compression sprayer 3 bar 3 L 4000903323004
3232 Compression sprayer 3 bar 5 L With brass spray wand 4000903323226
3232EM Compression sprayer 3 bar 5 L With spray shield for agents containing acetic acid 4000903001711
3232EZ Compression sprayer 3 bar 5 L With rechargeable battery powered pump 4000903323158
3232R Compression sprayer 3 bar 5 L 4000903323233
3232RK Compression sprayer 3 bar 5 L Plus flat jet nozzle 4000903001261
3232U Compression sprayer 3 bar 5 L With spray shield 4000903323240
3237 Compression sprayer 3 bar 5 L With extractable spray wand 4000903323349
3270 Compression sprayer 3 bar 10 L With spiral hose 4000903327002
3275M Compression sprayer 3 bar 5 L With spiral hose 4000903327576

Order no. Watering cans Liter EAN

3181DB Watering can 1 L Colour: Marine 4000903003128
3181DF Watering can 1 L Colour: Forest 4000903002978
3181DW Watering can 1 L Colour: Snowy 4000903003111
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www.mesto.de

MESTO Spritzenfabrik Ernst Stockburger GmbH 
Ludwigsburger Straße 71, D-71691 Freiberg / Neckar

Gardening and landscaping

Fruit and wine growing

Construction

TradeMotor and commercial vehicles

Pest control

Epidemic controlHouse and garden

Industry Foodstuff

Cleaning and disinfectionForestry and agriculture
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